Epidemiological surveillance methods for vector-borne diseases
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Summary

Compared with many other diseases, the ever-increasing threat of vector-borne diseases (VBDs) represents a great challenge to public and animal health managers. Complex life cycles, changing distribution ranges, a variety of potential vectors and hosts, and the possible role of reservoirs make surveillance for VBDs a grave concern in a changing environment with increasing economic constraints. Surveillance activities may have various specific objectives and may focus on clinical disease, pathogens, vectors, hosts and/or reservoirs, but ultimately such activities should improve our ability to predict, prevent and/or control the diseases concerned. This paper briefly reviews existing and newly developed tools for the surveillance of VBDs. A range of examples, by no means exhaustive, illustrates that VBD surveillance usually involves a combination of methods to achieve its aims, and is best accomplished when these techniques are adapted to the specific environment and constraints of the region. More so than any other diseases, VBDs respect no administrative boundaries; in addition, animal, human and commodity movements are increasing dramatically, with illegal or unknown movements difficult to quantify. Vector-borne disease surveillance therefore becomes a serious issue for local and national organisations and is being conducted more and more at the regional and international level through multidisciplinary networks. With economic and logistical constraints, tools for optimising and evaluating the performance of surveillance systems are essential and examples of recent developments in this area are included. The continuous development of mapping, analytical and modelling tools provides us with an enhanced ability to interpret, visualise and communicate surveillance results. This review also demonstrates the importance of the link between surveillance and research, with interactions and benefits in both directions.
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Introduction

Recent decades have seen significant expansion of the ranges of several vector-borne diseases (VBDs), including African swine fever (ASF), Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever, bluetongue (BT), West Nile fever (WNF), Rift Valley fever (RVF) and Japanese encephalitis (JE), as well as the emergence of new vector-borne pathogens, such as Schmallenberg virus. The reasons for this may be manifold, including changing patterns of human and animal settlement, increased volumes of short- and long-distance human and animal movement, alteration of land use, and changing climatic and ecological conditions. This represents an important challenge for epidemiologists who must develop tools to better detect, monitor and even predict changes in the distribution of pathogens and their vectors in the future.

In endemic areas there is a dynamic balance between the pathogen, the vertebrate host population(s), the vector
population composition and abundance, and the local environment. Many vector-borne pathogens can infect multiple host species, some of which may not be clinically affected by the infection and may be important as reservoir species, from which infection may be transmitted to a target population. One of the biggest limiting factors to our understanding of patterns of disease is, in many cases, a lack of detailed knowledge of vector ecology. Since vector distribution, movement and life cycles are influenced to a large extent by local and regional climatic factors, it stands to reason that climate and climate change have a large influence on patterns of VBD emergence (1, 2, 3, 4). Another important factor influencing vector dynamics, at least on a local scale, is human-induced alteration of the vectors’ breeding habitat, and this has resulted in important changes in the distribution of several VBDs in recent decades (3, 5). Biodiversity loss also tends to be associated with increased pathogen transmission and incidence of disease (6); this has been demonstrated both for WNF (7) and for Lyme disease (8). An analysis of over 300 emerging disease events since 1940 shows that hotspots for emerging VBDs are more likely to occur in tropical, developing countries, whereas surveillance and scientific efforts are concentrated in other areas (9). There is therefore a need for more VBD surveillance in those regions most likely to give rise to new diseases.

As a result of the existence of multiple life-cycle stages and hosts, most VBDs have a complex epidemiology, many with irregular patterns of emergence and spread that have proven difficult to predict and often to explain. Surveillance for VBDs is therefore often conducted at various levels and may be directed at the host species, the vectors, or both. Surveillance may be directed at the pathogen itself, either indirectly (serological) or directly (agent isolation or detection), to demonstrate the presence of the pathogen, or it may be aimed at detecting the vector or accurately defining its distribution, as an important step in assessing and mapping the risk of disease transmission. Methods for vector surveillance are discussed in more detail elsewhere in this issue.

Surveillance may be defined as ‘the systematic, continuous or repeated, measurement, collection, collation, analysis, interpretation and timely dissemination of animal health and welfare related data from defined populations…to describe health hazard occurrence and to contribute to the planning, implementation, and evaluation of risk mitigation actions’ (10). Standardisation of the numerous and often confusing terminologies applied to animal health surveillance activities has recently been attempted (11), and the reader is referred to these publications (10, 11) for detailed definitions of the various types and components of surveillance systems. There are many forms of surveillance, and the design of the most appropriate system will depend on its precise purpose and the type(s) of diseases or health-related events to be targeted.

**Purpose of vector-borne disease surveillance**

Surveillance may be general, in order to detect a variety of known or unknown diseases in a population, or hazard-specific, aimed at detecting one or more specific known diseases (11), e.g. sentinel surveillance systems to detect seroconversion to defined pathogens (12). Surveillance information is intended for use in outbreak management, to inform disease control measures, to inform trade policy, and to prioritise further surveillance and control measures (11). A surveillance system may consist of a number of components or surveillance activities. The specific purpose of the surveillance system as a whole, and of each activity, should be carefully considered and expressly stated. The aims of surveillance for VBDs may include one or more of the following:

- the early detection of outbreaks of VBD
- the detection of cases so that control measures can be implemented
- the detection of vector-borne pathogens in reservoirs and/or vectors
- substantiating freedom from disease or infection
- describing the distribution and level of disease or pathogen circulation
- monitoring space-time trends in levels of disease or pathogen circulation
- monitoring production or health indicators
- determining the geographic distribution of known or potential vector populations
- mapping transmission risk
- identifying novel pathogens that may result in new emerging diseases in the future.

In addition, surveillance activities may also contribute to improving our knowledge of the disease and help to inform and refine further surveillance by:

- identifying risk factors and determinants of pathogen occurrence and transmission
- generating hypotheses regarding potential pathogen reservoirs or vectors
- assessing the animal and public health importance of a VBD
- identifying risk factors for the emergence of a VBD in non-endemic areas.
Depending on the objectives of a surveillance programme, data may be collected about one or more of the following parameters:

- seroprevalence in host population(s), including seasonal and annual changes
- seroprevalence in known or putative reservoir species, including seasonal and annual changes
- infection prevalence (pathogen isolation or detection) in vectors or hosts
- species composition, abundance and temporal/spatial variation in vector populations
- species composition, abundance and temporal/spatial variation in host and reservoir populations
- the incidence of clinical disease, mortality or other health-related outcomes in host populations
- the presence and level of potential risk factors for disease, related to the agent, host, vector or environment.

### Early warning surveillance

Early warning surveillance, sometimes termed scanning surveillance, refers to the surveillance of health indicators, e.g. mortalities or laboratory submissions, to increase the likelihood of detecting new or unexpected disease threats in a timely manner (11). This is an important component of surveillance for VBDs and is widely used, since it potentially allows for the detection of multiple known and unknown emerging diseases. Early warning surveillance often forms part of comprehensive early warning contingency plans that also include many other components (13, 14). In passive surveillance, the reporting of the information is initiated by the observer. This reporting may be improved (enhanced passive surveillance) by the investigator standardising the way in which information is submitted, or by encouraging producers or the public to submit samples or report diseases. Examples of this are tick reporting in Great Britain (15), and the use of hunter-killed white-tailed deer (*Odocoileus virginianus*) in Canada for tick and tick-borne pathogen surveillance (16). Passive surveillance for wild bird mortality and human disease was an important component, along with sentinel and vector surveillance, of ArboNET, which was developed in 2000 in response to the emergence of West Nile virus (WNV) in the United States in 1999, and later expanded to include several other arboviruses of public health importance (17). The sensitivity of the various passive surveillance components for WNV, as well as sentinel surveillance (see below), in terms of time until the detection of an outbreak, is shown in Fig. 1. There may be several opportunities to detect VBDs in hosts and vectors; however, selecting the most sensitive and cost-effective methods will depend on the disease and the specific environment.

### Sentinel surveillance

Sentinel surveillance employs repeated sampling from subjects at selected sites, which act as proxies for the entire population (11). The sites may be randomly selected, or located in areas where the probability of disease detection is increased, i.e. risk-based sampling (see below). In the Australian National Arbovirus Monitoring Programme, cattle are sampled and insects are trapped at key locations around Australia, and the sites are selected on the basis of perceived risk of disease introduction and the willingness of producers to participate (19). To detect recent seroconversion, young animals, free of maternal antibodies, are sampled at weekly to monthly intervals during the summer. In North America, chicken flocks are used as sentinels for WNV and eastern equine encephalitis virus activity (20). In Greece, it was shown that serological surveillance using domestic pigeons as sentinels could act as an early warning system for WNV outbreaks in humans (21). Sentinel surveillance can also be deployed at a regional scale as demonstrated in West Africa for RVF, where a network of sentinel small ruminant herds was located in potential high-risk areas for RVF in Mauritania, Senegal and Mali (22).

### Syndromic surveillance

Syndromic surveillance makes use of pre-diagnosis data, targeting general groups of diseases or syndromes; it thereby reduces the time lag associated with passive surveillance by aiming to detect disease before laboratory confirmation (23). It is thus generally more sensitive and timely than
passive surveillance, but may suffer from a low specificity. However, various aberration detection algorithms can be used to achieve the desired balance between the ability of the system to detect disease when it is present and its ability to avoid false alarms (23).

An inventory of syndromic surveillance initiatives in Europe has recently been published (24). May et al. (25) give examples of syndromic surveillance for several human VBDs. Elbers et al. (26) describe the early detection of the first BT virus 8- (BTV-8-) infected sheep flocks in the Netherlands by farmers and veterinary practitioners on the basis of an unusual clinical syndrome. Another use of syndromic surveillance is the potential for the notification of abortions in livestock to provide early warning of RVF (27). The use of a continuous indicator (milk yield) for early detection of VBDs, using a scan statistic to detect clusters of low milk production, has been evaluated and the main limitation was found to be its low specificity (28). Nevertheless, such methods using routinely collected data are likely to provide a powerful means of early detection of disease outbreaks in the future. The combination of syndromic surveillance with the identification of priority areas for emergency vector control has been proposed in the public health field for an early response to dengue outbreaks (29), and should also be explored for veterinary VBDs.

In the case of zoonotic diseases, one aim of VBD surveillance in endemic areas may be to assess the public health significance of the disease(s) in the area concerned. In many tropical regions malaria is responsible for a high proportion of febrile disease cases; however, this may also result in the misdiagnosis of other infections with similar presenting symptoms, including VBDs such as dengue, JE or chikungunya fever, with consequent ignorance or underestimation of their importance (30). An efficient method of surveillance to investigate such zoonotic diseases could be achieved by single or, preferably, paired serological testing of febrile patients presenting at clinics for arboviruses (31, 32, 33).

Risk-based surveillance

Risk-based surveillance aims to increase the efficiency and benefit-cost ratio of surveillance by employing risk assessment methods to prioritise surveillance requirements in either the sampling or analysis of the surveillance data (34). Risk-based sampling methods are built into most surveillance systems for VBDs, particularly those aimed at the early detection of disease, since preferentially sampling those strata of the population, or certain geographic areas, considered to be at the greatest risk of disease occurrence increases the likelihood of early detection, and improves the cost-effectiveness of the system (35). The risk assessment may be based on expert opinion, the presence of known risk factors, and/or the outputs of qualitative or quantitative risk analyses. One example of a quantitative risk analysis that could be used to inform risk-based surveillance is an assessment of the risk of transporting WNV-infected mosquitoes on transatlantic flights (36). Because of the important influence of climatic factors, there is usually a cyclical seasonal nature to the levels of circulation between vectors and hosts, and this should be taken into account in the design of a surveillance programme. Sampling at certain times of the year, during high-risk periods, is another application of risk-based sampling (19).

Social network analysis (SNA) has been used since the 1930s in sociology and psychology to describe the behaviour of individuals within a group, of the group itself and of the whole system (network), and has been used in epidemiology since the 1990s (37). Martínez-López et al. (38) reviewed the use of SNA in veterinary epidemiology and indicated that it could be a valuable tool for risk-based animal disease surveillance, by identifying components of the network that are more important for disease transmission. A study by Frössling et al. (39) included SNA approaches to improve a risk-based surveillance system by selecting relevant animal movements for risk-based sampling. This significantly increased the sensitivity of the surveillance, when compared to completely random sampling. The application to VBDs may be more restricted, due to the greater complexity of the networks (40). Nevertheless, future developments of this method to optimise risk-based VBD surveillance should be explored.

Participatory surveillance

Another area of surveillance now receiving more attention is participatory surveillance, using participatory rural appraisal methods. This aims to enhance surveillance sensitivity via an inclusive approach, using key informants to tap into local knowledge and traditional information networks (11, 41). Through increasing the role of local stakeholders by actively involving them in the surveillance system, this may improve our understanding of the socio-economic context of the disease, and enhance the efficiency of surveillance and the acceptability of control measures. Examples of studies of VBDs with participatory surveillance components include a study of Chagas disease in Peru (42) and one of theileriosis in Kenya (43). A retrospective study of RVF in Kenya (44) used participatory methods to understand previous outbreaks in order to organise future surveillance and response plans. These methods not only considered clinical disease but also assessed vector identification and population changes, as well as weather conditions and their association with and timing relative to clinical disease. It
was concluded that the use of active syndromic surveillance by including livestock owners’ observations could lead to the earlier detection of RVF outbreaks.

Mapping and spatial analysis in vector-borne disease surveillance

Advances in mapping and geographic information system (GIS) technologies have made it easier to rapidly communicate surveillance data in various visual formats to aid understanding and facilitate decision-making, and have also allowed more complex spatial and spatio-temporal analyses to identify risk factors for, and even predict, VBD occurrence. Identifying high-risk areas is one of the important outputs of a surveillance programme that can then be fed into the planning and implementation of prevention and control measures, as well as used to refine further risk-based surveillance activities.

Information on vector distribution can be compiled into risk maps, indicating potential high-risk areas for disease (45, 46). These risk maps can be further refined by incorporating data on other known risk factors, as well as previous disease outbreak data. A spatial risk model is a GIS-based statistical model used to estimate vector presence or abundance, or VBD presence or incidence, in a particular geographic area, with the outputs generally displayed in map format, as a risk surface (47). Eisen and Eisen (47) give several examples of the use of spatial risk models, both to identify risk factors for vector and/or disease occurrence and to generate risk maps, which may be useful in predicting disease occurrence. Other examples of the use of GIS-based models include risk index models for predicting eastern equine encephalitis virus transmission to horses (48) and human WNV infection (49), generalised linear models using remotely sensed environmental variables to predict BTV seropositivity in cattle in northern Australia (50) and WNV vector abundance in Greater Toronto (51), and near real-time monitoring of sea surface temperatures and the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) to predict RVF outbreaks in Africa (52). Spatial analysis of syndromic surveillance data for acute encephalitis syndrome in Nepal was used to conclude that this approach could be useful to provide an early warning signal for JE surveillance (53). When there is little confidence in the data on the absence of a disease or vector, ecological niche modelling can be used with presence-only data to map risk areas for vector or disease occurrence. This has been used for several VBDs, such as plague in California ground squirrels (54), RVF vectors in Saudi Arabia (55), vectors and reservoirs of leishmaniosis in North America (56) and WNV vectors in Iowa (57).

Whatever the purpose of spatial or spatio-temporal modelling of VBDs, it is important that the collected data are of high quality and of sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to enable meaningful analysis. Appropriate spatial and temporal units should be used to calculate and present VBD incidence, since too crude a scale of data collection or analysis may obscure fine-scale risk patterns (58, 59, 60). Surveillance systems are increasingly linked to automated data analysis aimed at detecting unusual events and spatio-temporal clustering of events (space-time interaction), for rapid notification to decision-makers. A problem with such methods in many regions is a lack of knowledge of the underlying population at risk and therefore the specification of the baseline disease risk; developing methods to account for spatial heterogeneity in background rates, as well as for movements in the population at risk, is a continuing area of research (59).

For several diseases, it has been suggested that wind-blown insect vectors could have been responsible for the spread of the virus to previously uninfected areas (61), such as the entry of BT into Europe (62) and Australia (63) and of JE into Australia (64). Wind-spread models have been developed to model such dispersions and may be used to identify areas at risk of arboviral incursion due to wind-borne insects (65, 66, 67). Some models have been validated using field data and have proved useful in explaining the origins of incursions (67, 68), demonstrating their potential value in informing surveillance programmes.

Indeed, one of the main aims of mapping and modelling is to inform surveillance and control activities. The outputs of such models should be clearly communicated to decision-makers, along with an honest account of their inherent assumptions and limitations. A spatially explicit multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) framework for VBDs has been proposed, which combines risk mapping with other spatially varying factors to facilitate informed and objective decision-making (69). A spatial MCDA approach was recently used to predict suitability for ASF endemicity in Africa, using habitat suitability for Ornithodoros spp. as one of the criteria (70).

Evaluation of surveillance systems for vector-borne disease

The development of new methods using up-to-date tools and scientific knowledge is crucial for VBD surveillance, particularly in a changing environment where human and animal population movements are increasing and issues such as climate change force decision-makers to rapidly
adapt their management systems. Specific local conditions, rapid economic development and a plethora of management options in a financially restricted environment result in public and animal health managers facing situations where the wrong decisions could lead to hazardous consequences. This calls for methods to evaluate the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of surveillance systems for the early detection and rapid control of diseases. Regular and objective assessment of surveillance is particularly important in situations where resources are limited.

Multi-criteria decision analysis algorithms can be used to rank and compare alternatives, based on multiple criteria that can be evaluated using quantitative or qualitative indicators (71). Generous et al. (72) proposed the use of MCDA to evaluate data streams in surveillance systems to determine which streams were the most useful; they concluded that the particular goals of the surveillance system (early warning, early detection, situational awareness or consequence management) were of crucial importance in the ranking of the data streams. Multi-criteria decision analysis was also used to prioritise infectious diseases associated with climate change in Canada, 50% of which were VBDs (2).

Surveillance systems generally suffer from under-detection issues, the extent of which is usually unknown. Capture-recapture methodology may be a useful tool for assessing reporting rates and case detection probabilities, provided that more than one data set of cases is available (73). By using two or more sources of information from the same population, and matching cases between sources, capture-recapture methods allow modelling of the number of cases not detected by any of the sources. It may therefore be a suitable tool for quantitative assessment of the sensitivity of a surveillance system.

A recent semi-quantitative method for surveillance evaluation proposed 78 assessment criteria, divided into ten sections, representing the functional parts of a surveillance system and including vector surveillance for VBDs (74). An adaptation of this tool, called SNATrop, was designed to assess national surveillance systems for animal diseases and zoonoses in developing countries (75), allowing assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the systems and their overall cost.

The importance of considering economic criteria in animal health management has been recognised for some time, and should be used to inform the design of surveillance systems (76). The techniques most frequently used for an economic assessment of surveillance are optimisation models, and cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses. Standardised methods to conduct cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analyses of surveillance programmes for VBDs are a useful tool for decision-makers, allowing comparisons between economic evaluation studies in different countries. To deal with the complexity of the impact of animal diseases on society, and given the dearth of good-quality data in some regions, participatory rapid appraisal based on stated preference methods can be introduced in order to obtain quantitative estimates both of the impact of a disease and of the impact and effectiveness of the associated surveillance system.

New tools combine epidemiology, sociology and economic approaches to perform socio-economic evaluations of surveillance systems (77, 78). Such tools should allow the extraction of additional value from surveillance in various socio-economic environments, and allow decision-makers to choose the best surveillance system to implement. A new tool for qualitative analysis, using a mathematical method known as ‘loop analysis’, has recently been tested for evaluating animal disease surveillance and control (79), and this could potentially be employed for VBD surveillance. Another innovative approach is the use of stochastic scenario tree modelling to assess the sensitivity of surveillance systems and of their individual components; this quantitative approach has been used to evaluate the sensitivity of BT surveillance in Switzerland (80).

### Surveillance and research

The importance of ongoing epidemiological research on VBDs should not be underestimated. The results of such research serve to refine and improve surveillance efforts, e.g. by informing risk-based sampling. In turn, data from surveillance can feed into research activities, e.g. by helping to formulate further hypotheses to be tested.

An important question regarding many newly emerging or re-emerging VBDs concerns the existence and identity of possible reservoirs. Haydon et al. (81) defined a reservoir as: ‘one or more epidemiologically connected populations or environments in which the pathogen can be permanently maintained and from which infection is transmitted to the defined target population’. Although some VBDs have well-defined reservoirs, in others, such as RVF, the existence and identity of reservoirs is still poorly understood. This may make it difficult to design effective surveillance programmes. In order to identify a reservoir of infection, one should first aim to identify natural infection in the putative reservoir population; secondly, one must show persistence of infection in the reservoir and, finally, one needs to demonstrate the transmission of the pathogen to the human or animal target population. Longitudinal studies would be required to demonstrate the persistence of infection in the reservoir (81). Demonstrating transmission to the target population may require laboratory experiments to obtain conclusive proof, but strong circumstantial evidence may be obtained...
by molecular typing or sequencing of the pathogens isolated from the putative reservoir and the target host and gathered during active surveillance.

Ongoing research into known and potential vector species is essential to ensure that surveillance activities are informed by the best possible knowledge. A case in point is the emergence of BT in Central Europe in 2006 in the absence of its known vectors, while in southern Europe, surveillance was focused on its known vector, Culicoides imicola (82, 83). Entomological and epidemiological research, risk assessment and risk-based surveillance should therefore all go hand in hand, to help in accounting for uncertainties about vector competence and the possibility of ‘new’ vectors emerging (84, 85, 86).

Owing to the complexity of these diseases, research programmes on VBDs often involve a number of different disciplines, necessitating a high degree of interdisciplinary collaboration between veterinary field workers, microbiologists, entomologists, epidemiologists, modellers, meteorologists, bioinformaticians and others. An example of such a large research network is the EDENext project on the biology and control of vector-borne infections in Europe (87). In another, more narrowly focused research effort, the United States Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center, Division of Global Emerging Infections Surveillance and Response System Operations (AFHSC-GEIS), has developed the RVF prediction project (52) into a worldwide ‘predictive surveillance’ programme, aimed at the prediction and detection of emerging disease outbreaks, with a particular focus on VBDs such as RVF, JE, leishmaniosis and chikungunya fever (88). Since next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies became available for metagenomic studies, their use in concert with traditional surveillance methods has allowed for the more rapid discovery and characterisation of new and potentially emerging pathogens from hosts, vectors and reservoirs (89). Arthropods are a particularly rich source of new viral pathogens, and new arthropod-borne viruses are increasingly being discovered and characterised using NGS (90).

One challenge encountered in the surveillance of VBDs is how to manage the data that accumulate. These data may take various forms, including serological, clinical, vector population, climatic, spatio-temporal and molecular data. There is, therefore, a need to carefully consider and plan a data management strategy and to develop data management systems which are capable of accommodating such information (91).

Conclusion

The rate of emergence, re-emergence and spread of VBDs is on the increase, and is likely to increase further in the future, making it essential that methods for VBD surveillance are continuously being developed and improved. Many alternative methods are available, including some that have not yet been applied to veterinary VBD surveillance. The increasing availability of high-resolution satellite data and advances in GIS technology allow for the development of more complex models for analysing surveillance data; yet it is important that these data are of high quality and relevant to the questions being addressed. Surveillance and research on VBDs is, by nature, interdisciplinary and so collaborative networks and systems must be developed to facilitate the planning and co-ordination of surveillance activities, the integration of surveillance and research, efficient data management and analysis, and the communication of outputs to decision-makers and other stakeholders. It is also crucial to increase surveillance activities in tropical regions where new VBDs are more likely to emerge.
des maladies à transmission vectorielle pose des problèmes de plus en plus préoccupants dans un environnement en pleine mutation soumis à des contraintes économiques croissantes. Les activités de surveillance peuvent avoir plusieurs finalités spécifiques, en ciblant une maladie clinique, des agents pathogènes, des vecteurs, des hôtes et/ou des réservoirs, mais dans tous les cas elles doivent améliorer notre capacité à prédire, à prévenir et/ou à contrôler les maladies surveillées. Les auteurs examinent brièvement les outils existants ainsi que les dernières innovations en matière de surveillance des maladies à transmission vectorielle. Une série non exhaustive d’ exemples confirme que la surveillance de ces maladies recourt généralement à plusieurs méthodes combinées pour atteindre ses objectifs, et qu’elle a davantage de chances de réussir lorsque ces techniques sont adaptées à l’environnement spécifique et aux contraintes de la région. Plus que toute autre maladie, les maladies véhiculées par les vecteurs ignorent les frontières administratives ; en outre, nous assistons aujourd’hui à une augmentation spectaculaire des mouvements d’animaux, de personnes et de biens, y compris les mouvements illégaux ou non répertoriés, qui sont difficiles à quantifier. La surveillance des maladies à transmission vectorielle pose donc de sérieuses difficultés aux organisations locales et nationales, et c’est de plus en plus à l’échelle régionale et internationale qu’elle doit être entreprise, en mobilisant des réseaux pluridisciplinaires. Compte tenu des contraintes économiques et logistiques, il est essentiel de disposer d’outils permettant d’optimiser et d’évaluer les performances des systèmes de surveillance ; les auteurs fournissent quelques exemples récents de réussite dans ce domaine. Le développement continu des outils cartographiques, analytiques et de modélisation améliore nos capacités à interpréter, à visualiser et à diffuser les résultats de la surveillance. Les auteurs montrent également l’importance du lien qui doit exister entre la surveillance et la recherche, les interactions entre ces deux domaines leur étant mutuellement bénéfiques.

**Mots-clés**

**Méthodos de vigilancia epidemiológica de las enfermedades transmitidas por vectores**

P.N. Thompson & E. Etter

**Resumen**
En comparación con otros muchos tipos de afecciones, la creciente amenaza que suponen las enfermedades transmitidas por vectores plantea grandes dificultades a los responsables de salud pública y sanidad animal. Ciclos vitales complejos, áreas de distribución que se modifican, multiplicidad de posibles vectores y anfitriones y la eventual intervención de reservorios hacen de la vigilancia de las enfermedades transmitidas por vectores un grave problema, en
un contexto lábil y sujeto a crecientes limitaciones económicas. Las actividades de vigilancia pueden perseguir diferentes objetivos específicos y estar centradas en la enfermedad clínica, los patógenos, los vectores, los anfitriones y/o los reservorios, pero en última instancia tales actividades deben dotarnos de una mayor capacidad de predecir, prevenir y/o controlar las enfermedades en cuestión. Los autores pasan brevemente revista a las herramientas existentes y de reciente aparición para vigilar las enfermedades transmitidas por vectores. Con una serie de ejemplos, desde luego no exhaustiva, ponen de relieve que para cumplir los objetivos de la vigilancia de dichas enfermedades se suele requerir una combinación de métodos, y que lo idóneo en tal labor es que esas técnicas estén adaptadas a las condiciones y limitaciones específicas de cada región. Más que cualquier otro tipo de enfermedades, las transmitidas por vectores no respetan frontera administrativa alguna. Además, los desplazamientos de animales, personas y mercancías se multiplican a gran velocidad, sin olvidar los movimientos ilegales o desconocidos, que son difíciles de cuantificar. La vigilancia de las enfermedades transmitidas por vectores constituye pues una labor de suma importancia para las organizaciones locales y nacionales, que cada vez más corre a cargo de redes multidisciplinares que trabajan a escala regional e internacional. Dadas las limitaciones económicas y logísticas, resulta esencial disponer de herramientas para optimizar y evaluar la eficacia de los sistemas de vigilancia, y los autores ofrecen ejemplos de avances recientes en la materia. La continua aparición de herramientas de cartografía, análisis y modelización mejora nuestra capacidad para interpretar, visualizar y comunicar los resultados de la vigilancia. Los autores también demuestran la importancia que revisten los vínculos entre vigilancia e investigación, con interacciones y beneficios que van en ambos sentidos.
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